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Active nematic liquid crystals exhibit chaotic dynamics powered by the motion of microscopic
rod-like constituents. Using a microtubule-based active nematic, we measure the flow field both
by labeling a small region of the fluid and by tracking the movement of individual filaments. Av-
eraged flows are dipolar extensile with an ATP-dependent strain rate. The motion of individual
microtubules is widely distributed about the average, which is modeled as an effective diffusion
process. Our measurements pave the way for multiscale models of active nematics that connect the
nanometer-scale motions of individual motors to the emergent dynamics, which takes place on scales
of hundreds of microns and is described by a coarse-grained hydrodynamic framework.
Driven by the continuous injection of energy through
the motion of microscopic constituents, active nematic
liquid crystals exhibit chaotic large scale flows [1–3].
These dynamics drive the continuous creation and an-
nihilation of motile topological defects [4–9]. Continuum
models in which activity is introduced through a phe-
nomenological active stress qualitatively describe defect
driven dynamics of active nematics [10–13]. However,
relating this coarse-grained description to the properties
of the microscopic constituents of cytoskeletal active ne-
matics remains a challenge [14, 15]. In particular, sin-
gle molecule experiments revealed how a kinesin-1 mo-
tor walks and responds to an external load [16–19] . In
comparison, dense microtubule-based 2D active nematics
consist of hundreds of kinesin motor clusters simultane-
ously interacting with multiple filaments. Predicting how
kinesin motors collectively determine the magnitude or
even the sign of the coarse-grained active stress remains
an open question [14]. These efforts require quantifica-
tion of active nematic dynamics at all relevant length
scales.
We describe two independent measurements of the av-
erage active nematic flows and the motion of individ-
ual microtubules within such nematics. Autonomous ne-
matic flows are on average dipolar extensile with an ATP-
dependent constant strain rate. The motions of micro-
tubules are widely distributed about this average. In
hydrodynamic models the material velocity is described
by a single coarse-grained variable. The measured mi-
crotubule velocity distributions must be accounted for to
develop a multiscale model of active nematics that pre-
dicts the chaotic dynamics in terms of the properties of
the constituent motors and filaments rather than in terms
of coarse-grained phenomenological coefficients.
Using fluorescence microscopy we visualized an active
mixture of fluorescent microtubules (MTs), kinesin motor
clusters, a depletion agent and an ATP regeneration sys-
tem [20]. This material was sedimented onto an oil-water
interface to create a 2D nematic of tightly packed MTs.
We photobleached a 50 µm2 square in a defect free region
with uniform MT alignment. Controls confirmed that
the laser did not ablate the bleached microtubules. The
evolution of the photobleached region exhibited dipolar
extensile flows as the fluid stretched along the director
and compressed perpendicular to the director [Fig. 1(a),
Supp. Mov. 1]. Occasionally the rotational component of
the strain dominated, causing the region to shear [Supp.
Fig. 1]. Our analysis focused on regions dominated by
extension.
The area of the photobleached region remained con-
stant over time, consistent with 2D incompressible flows
[Supp. Fig. 2]. We first measured the intensity profile
across the photobleached region perpendicular to the di-
rector [Fig. 1(b)]. The shape of these intensity profiles
remained constant while their width decayed exponen-
tially: w = ae−t/τ where γ = 1/τ is the strain rate of
the extending material. The speed of the kinesin motors
which drive the extension depends on ATP concentration
[19]. Consequently, we found that the ATP concentration
controls the strain rate [Fig. 1(g)].
Next, we measured the intensity profiles along the
director. In contrast to the previous analysis, the
edge roughened as fluorescent MT bundles entered the
bleached region [Fig. 1(d)]. This process broadened the
intensity profiles along the director over time in a manner
that is reminiscent of diffusion [Fig. 1(e)]. We model the
time evolution of the intensity profile along the director,
φ(x), as a simple mass transfer process with diffusion
and convection: ∂φ∂t + u · ∇φ = Dbleach∇2φ, where u
is the velocity field and Dbleach is the effective diffusion
coefficient. Restricting the flows to be extensile and in-
compressible u = γ{x,−y} where γ is the constant strain
rate, and assuming that gradients in the y direction are
negligible yields:
∂φ
∂t
+ xγ
∂φ
∂x
= Dbleach
∂2φ
∂x2
, (1)
which is numerically solved. The strain rate and effec-
tive diffusion coefficients are determined by minimizing
the squared error between experimental intensity profiles
and model predictions. The predicted intensity profiles
are in good agreement with the data [Fig. 1(e)], allowing
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FIG. 1: Analysis of photobleached active nematics. (a)
Time evolution of a photobleached region (10 µM ATP). Scale
bar is 20 µm. (b) Evolution of the intensity profiles per-
pendicular to the director across the photobleached region
along the dotted lines in (a). (c) The width of the pho-
tobleached region plotted over time, fitted to w = ae−t/τ .
(d) Initially sharp, the edge of the bleached square along
the director roughens over time as fluorescent microtubules
enter the bleached region. (e) The intensity profile along
the director (points) and the prediction from the model of
diffusion in Eq. 1 (lines). (f) The effective diffusion coef-
ficient (Dbleach) versus ATP concentration. (g) The strain
rate as a function of ATP concentration. Strain rates ex-
tracted from the exponential fit γ = 1/τ (blue) and from a
fit to the diffusion-convection model Eq.1 (red). The grey
lines are fits of the data to the Michaelis-Menten equation
γ = γmax[ATP]/(KM − [ATP]) with γmax = 0.026 s−1 and
KM = 54 µM (blue, dashed) and γmax = 0.027 s
−1 and
KM = 46 µM (red, solid). Error bars in (f) and (g) are the
standard errors of multiple measurements.
us to extract the ATP-dependent effective diffusion coef-
ficient [Fig. 1(f)]. Importantly, the strain rate measured
from this model quantitatively agrees with the strain rate
measured from the decay in width of the bleached region
[Fig. 1(g)].
Thus far, the described measurements revealed that
the average flows are dipolar extensile. Intriguingly,
along the nematic director, we observed roughening of
the interface showing that MTs slide collectively in stag-
gered bundles [Fig. 1(d), Supp. Fig. 3]. In isolation,
kinesin motors walk at nearly the same speed [21]. One
might expect that uniform speed would translate into
uniform extension in which all MTs slide past each other
at the same rate. Instead, the observed roughness sug-
gests complex spatial and temporal correlations between
sliding MTs. The proposed model (Eq. 1) separates the
extensile motion that drives large scale chaotic dynam-
ics (γ) and the stochastic contribution (Dbleach). Both γ
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FIG. 2: Tracking MTs in active nematics. (a) Schematic
of an active nematic doped with fluorescent MTs. (b) The
positions and orientations of the dilute fluorescent MTs in an
active nematic. An example reference MT is highlighted in
blue and the aligned MTs for which the relative velocities are
calculated are highlighted in red. One out of twenty-thousand
MTs is labeled. Scale bar is 25 µm. (c) The flow field around
a MT obtained from binning the relative velocities by distance
and averaging over time and filament pairs (1000 µM ATP).
(d) The average flow field from (c) with relative MT positions
and velocities collapsed into the first quadrant, so that V|| > 0
indicates an extending pair.
and Dbleach scale similarly with ATP concentration, in-
dicating that they arise from the same underlying active
process.
To further probe the origins of the stochastic contribu-
tions, we quantified the motion of individual filaments in
active nematics containing a low fraction of labeled MTs
[Fig. 2(a)]. The positions and orientations of individual
MTs were tracked using a custom MATLAB program
[Fig. 2(b), Supp. Mov. 2]. From such data we extracted
relative positions, velocities and orientations of MT pairs.
To limit the analysis to uniformly aligned nematic re-
gions, the relative filament velocities were calculated only
for MTs aligned to within 10◦. The relative velocities of
MT pairs were broken into components along (V||) and
perpendicular to (V⊥) the nematic director. The average
flow field with respect to a MT located at the origin was
obtained by binning the relative velocities by distance,
and averaging the data across all MT pairs [Fig. 2(c)].
Exploiting the symmetry of the system, we collapsed the
flow field by defining the relative velocities with the MT
position in the first quadrant, so that V|| > 0 indicated
an extending pair, while for a contracting pair V|| < 0
[Fig. 2(d)].
Consistent with the analysis of photobleaching exper-
iments, the measured average flow was dipolar extensile.
Importantly, this experiment could not resolve overlap-
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FIG. 3: Analysis of filament tracking data. (a) The av-
erage relative velocity of MT pairs along the director (V||) as
a function of inter-filament distance along the parallel flow
axis for all ATP concentrations [legend in panel (b)]. Inset:
5 µM velocity profile with a re-scaled y-axis. (b) The av-
erage relative velocity perpendicular to the director (V⊥) of
MTs as a function of inter-filament distance perpendicular to
the director. (c) The strain rate calculated from the slope of
the velocity profiles along the director (red) and perpendicu-
lar to the director (blue) plotted versus ATP concentration.
The grey lines are fits of the data to Michaelis-Menten equa-
tion with γmax = 0.037s
−1 and KM = 57µM (red, solid), and
γmax = 0.035s
−1 and KM = 63µM (blue, dashed). Error bars
are standard errors of multiple measurements. (d) The dis-
tribution of the relative velocities of MTs with inter-filament
distance less than 6 µm (50 µM ATP). Lines are fits of the
data to Gaussians P = A ∗ e[−(v−v¯)2/2σ2]. Along the director
(red) v¯ = 0.04 µm/s and σ = 0.12 µm/s. Perpendicular to
the director (blue) v¯ = −0.04 µm/s and σ = 0.07 µm/s.
ping MTs which limited our positional resolution; there-
fore, the first bin has a finite lower limit [dx, 6µm]. To
obtain the velocity profiles along and perpendicular to
the director, we consider a slice of the flow field along the
respective axes and average the relevant velocity compo-
nents of MT pairs (V||, V⊥) as a function of their separa-
tion along the relevant axis. The profiles depend linearly
on the MT separation for all ATP concentrations [Fig.
3(a), 3(b), Inset 3(a)]. The slope of the velocity profiles
reveals the ATP-dependent strain rate [Fig. 3(c)], which
quantitatively agrees with those obtained from the pho-
tobleaching analysis [Fig. 4 (a)]. The photobleaching
and filament tracking experiments reveal constant aver-
age strain rate and net dipolar extensile flows in defect-
free regions of the active nematic.
Tracking individual filaments also enabled analysis of
the deviations from the average strain rate by measuring
the probability distribution of the MT relative velocities
along, p(V||), and perpendicular to the director, p(V⊥)
[Fig. 3(d)]. Perpendicular to the director, the relative
velocities of MTs are tightly distributed: the MTs move
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FIG. 4: Comparison of photobleaching and filament
tracking results. (a) Strain rate along the director ex-
tracted from the slope of velocity profiles (blue dots) and
Eq. 1 (gold squares). Inset: Strain rate perpendicular to
the director from slope of velocity profiles (blue dots) and
exponential fit of photobleached region width (gold squares).
Gray lines are fits to the Michaelis Menten equation. (b) Ef-
fective diffusion coefficient from velocity distributions Dsingle
as a function of ATP concentration. Inset: Comparison of
Dsingle (blue dots) and Dbleach (gold squares). Error bars are
standard errors of multiple measurements.
toward each other at about the same speed, correspond-
ing to the sharp intensity profiles of the photobleached
region [Fig. 1(b)]. In contrast, the distribution of rel-
ative velocities along the director is much wider [Fig.
3(d)]. Although on average MT pairs move away from
each other, p(V||) has a significant contractile tail where
V|| < 0. Equivalently, about 37%±2% of MT pairs move
toward each other along the nematic director. Both dis-
tributions are described by Gaussians, whose widths are
independent of the inter-filament distance.
From the distribution of velocities, we calculated the
effective diffusion coefficient, Dsingle = σ
2∆t, where σ2
is the variance of the distribution found from a Gaus-
sian fit to the data, and ∆t is the time step over which
the velocity is measured. The measured Dsingle is qualita-
tively consistent with Dbleach extracted from the analysis
of photobleaching experiments; both variables scale sim-
ilarly with the ATP concentration [Fig.4(b)]. However,
the magnitude of Dsingle is systematically lower than
Dbleach [Inset Fig. 4(b)]. We attribute this difference
to the local nature of the photobleaching measurement,
which measured the roughening behavior of particular,
spatially correlated MTs, compared to the global nature
of the velocity distribution which averaged inter-filament
dynamics over space and time.
Next, we compare the average flows to theory. A con-
tinuum model that captures the basic features of an ac-
tive nematic is governed by the fluid equation presented
in dimensionless form: ∇2u −∇P − α∇ ·Q = 0, where
u is the velocity field, P is a pressure field, α is the ac-
tivity parameter, and Q is the nematic order parameter
[22, 23]. For simplicity, we assume that viscous and active
stresses dominate the force balance and ignore passive
elastic stresses. This model exhibits ±1/2 defects that
are characteristic of the extensile active nematic [Fig.
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FIG. 5: Flows in a continuum model of active nemat-
ics. (a) The global flow field (black arrows) of a bulk active
nematic. White lines indicate the director field and color
maps to the order parameter. (b) The local flow in the red
square from (a) in the reference frame of the fluid. The color
indicates the relative speed of the flows. (c) The velocity
profile along (black) and perpendicular (blue) to the director.
The dotted lines are linear fits to the initial portion. The
scales are all in dimensionless units.
5(a)]. Within an aligned region, the local flow is extensile
with the principle axis along the local director field [Fig.
5(b)]. The relative velocity between two points in the
nematic monodomain grows linearly with distance, up
to the length scale where the nematic order is spatially
uniform, in agreement with experiments [Fig. 5(c)]. In
the model, aligned regions have uniform macroscopic ac-
tive stress αQ, which means there is no flow-generating
momentum flux. This suggests that the flow-generating
forces arise entirely at the boundary of uniform regions.
The continuum model is not suited for capturing the
hierarchical nature of the material. Single molecule stud-
ies have shown that the kinesin motor stepping rate
is governed by simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics [19].
The measured strain rates are fit well by the Michaelis-
Menten equation, indicating that the average rate of ex-
tension is determined by kinesin stepping speed [Fig.
4(a)]. At saturating ATP concentrations, single trun-
cated kinesin motors walk at 600 nm/s which would in-
dicate a 1.2 µm/s inter-filament sliding speed [21]. How-
ever, extrapolating velocity profiles to zero separation
yields 170 nm/s as the extension speed of adjacent MTs
[Supp. Fig. 4]. This discrepancy may be due to the
kinesin being under load or multiple motor interactions
[19, 24]. Dilute filament sliding measurements report
extension speeds of only 230 nm/s, indicating that the
motor cluster behavior in a MT bundle is not yet fully
understood [25].
Since kinesin stepping is a stochastic process [18, 19],
one might expect that the distribution of velocities along
the director can be explained by intrinsic distribution of
motor stepping speeds. However, for the average slid-
ing speed V|| = 264 nm/s of MT pairs with separation
less than 6 µm, we find that the standard deviation is
698 nm/s. In contrast, a gliding assay using K401-BIO
yielded an average sliding speed of 610 nm/s with a stan-
dard deviation of 160 nm/s [21]. The difference in the
width of the distributions indicates that the observed
mixing in the nematic is not driven by the natural ve-
locity distribution of motors, but is instead an emergent
property of many interacting MTs and motors.
The edge of the photobleached region along the direc-
tor doesn’t blur smoothly, rather it roughens as fluores-
cent MT “bundles” enter the bleached region [Supp. Fig.
3, Supp. Mov. 3, 4]. This suggests that bundles of MTs
move as cohesive units on short time scales. This may
impact the effective extensile motion observed at larger
scales. One possible explanation is that the coherently
moving regions have a high degree of localized transient
polar order [14, 26]. This indication would need to be
verified with another technique more suited for quantify-
ing polar order.
Intriguingly, in a 3D extensile active nematic com-
posed of MTs and kinesin-14 motors, a bleached area
does not blur but splits in two: all the MTs move at
the same speed, exhibiting uniform extension [15]. This
system has significant structural and biochemical differ-
ences from the 2D active nematic discussed here. Under-
standing the differences between these systems and their
emergent dynamics is important for building multiscale
theories of active systems.
Bacterial active nematics exhibit many features of the
number-conserving MT nematic, including ±1/2 defects
[27, 28]. In “Hubble” active nematics the expansion rate
of bacteria grows linearly with radial distance from the
center of the colony [27]. Similarly, in the MT active ne-
matic the velocity profiles along the director grow linearly
in space. Each piece of fluid is extending, which allows
for exponentially diverging flows. However, the “Hubble”
active nematics expand radially in all directions from the
center of the colony, whereas the MT nematics extend
only along the nematic director. Previously, the expo-
nential extension was observed in MT nematics and was
used to extract the topological entropy of the system [29].
Here, we frame the exponential flows in terms of a strain
rate which is constant throughout the material.
In conclusion, we have probed the dynamics of 2D ex-
tensile active nematics by examining the motion of con-
stituent microtubules. Average flows are dipolar exten-
sile with well-defined average strain rates. However, the
underlying stochastic dynamics cannot be captured by
coarse-grained variables. The velocity distribution along
the director and the appearance of coherent bundle mo-
tion implies that non-additive motor-MT interactions are
important for generating extensile active stress.
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I. METHODS
The active material was composed of microtubules (MTs), kinesin motor clusters, a depletion agent and an ATP
regeneration system. The dynamics were sensitive to the purification of proteins and preparation of the chemical
stocks. To ensure quantitatively reproducible results, a large-scale active mixture was prepared and stored at −80◦C
in individual aliquots until the day of experiment. All the results in the manuscript originated from the same stock.
We prepared the mixture following the previously published protocol [1, 2]. Briefly, a truncated version of Kinesin-1
with a biotin-accepting domain (K401-BCCP-HIS) was expressed in the presence of biotin from Rosetta2(DE3) pLysS
E. Coli and purified using immobilized metal affinity chromatography [3]. Biotinylated kinesin (5 µL of 0.7 mg/mL)
was mixed with streptavidin (5.7 µL of 0.35 mg/mL) and incubated for 30 min to assemble motor clusters. The active
mixture was composed of polyethylene glycol (0.8% w/v 20 kDa, Sigma Aldrich) as a depletion agent, phosphoenol
pyruvate (26.6 mM, Beantown Chemicals) and pyruvate kinase/lactic dehydrogenase (PK/LDH Sigma, P-0294) as
ATP regeneration system, and glucose (6.7 mg/mL), glucose catalase (0.4 mg/mL), glucose oxidase (0.08 mg/mL)
and trolox (2 mM) as an anti-oxidant system. The components were mixed in M2B buffer (80 mM PIPES, pH 6.8, 1
mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2) and the MgCl2 concentration was brought up to 5 mM. ATP (Sigma Aldrich) was added
in the desired concentration (from 5 µM to 1000 µM) to individual aliquots of the active mixture just before flash
freezing in liquid nitrogen.
The tubulin was purified from bovine brain [4]. The tubulin was either labeled with NHS-Alexa 647 (Invit-
rogen) or recycled without labeling [5]. The tubulin was polymerized in the presence of Guanosine-5-[(α, β)-
methyleno]triphosphate GMPCPP (Jena Bioscience NU-405L) to stabilize the MTs to an average length of 2.5 µm.
Two batches of MTs were polymerized: one of only unlabeled tubulin and one with a final fraction of 3% labeled
tubulin. Each polymerization process can result in different length distribution, so using MTs from the same poly-
merization is important to keep this variable from affecting measurements.
We used a flow chamber with dimensions 18 × 3 × 0.06 mm made of laser cut double-sided tape sandwiched
between a glass slide and coverslip. We treated the bottom slide with commercially available aquapel to make the
surface hydrophobic, and the coverslip was passivated with acrylamide [6]. These chambers hold 7 µL of sample. To
form a large, flat 2D interface, first we flowed in oil (HFE 7500) stabilized with a fluoro-surfactant PFPE–PEG–PFPE
(1.8% w/v, RAN Biotech), and then flowed in the aqueous active mixture while wicking out the oil. This left a thin
2D layer of surfactant stabilized oil-water interface next to the hydrophobic surface. Over time extensile microtubule
bundles sedimented to the oil-water interface. The chamber was sealed with Norland Optical Adhesive, cured under a
UV lamp for 1 min. The sedimentation of MTs onto the interface was aided by centrifuging the sample in a swinging
bucket centrifuge (Sorval Legend RT rotor 6434) at 1000 RPM for 20 min. On the day of the experiment, the pre-
mixed active components and MTs were rapidly thawed. Unlabeled and/or labeled MTs were added and loaded into
the chamber.
A. Photobleaching
A Nikon Ti-Eclipse microscope was customized to make the multiphoton excitation and wide field illumination
simultaneously possible. A femtosecond pulse laser (Mai Tai HP DeepSee Sapphire) with DCS-120 scanning system
and a HPM-100 detector (Becker and Hickl GmbH) required for photobleaching were installed on one optical arm
of the microscope. A widefield illumination and sCMOS camera (Andor Zyla) were installed on the second arm for
fluorescent imaging. The peak power of the laser was 56 kW at 690 nm, the excitation wavelength of the MTs.
However, this power causes cavitation within in the sample and destroys MTs. An AOM synchronized with scanning
system was used to adjust the average laser power to 30-75 mW which photobleached the sample quickly enough to
limit distortions due to activity, while also minimizing damage to the proteins. In control experiments, we used the
second harmonic generation of MTs to confirm that MTs were only bleached and not ablated at the laser powers used
[7]. We observed the deformation of the square using the fluorescence arm of the Ti-Eclipse. Intensity profiles were
measured using ImageJ, averaging across the length of the edge.
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2B. Filament Tracking
An inverted Nikon Ti-Eclipse with an Andor Neo camera was used to observe the samples using epi-fluorescence
microscopy. The large field of view of the Neo camera yielded sufficient statistics of MT-pairs at large inter-filament
distance. The MT identification and tracking was done using a custom MATLAB program which used regionprops()
to find MTs and fit them to ellipses. The properties and positions of the ellipses were used to identify filaments and
track them through time.
Relative positions and velocities were calculated from MT trajectories. Since the system has nematic symmetry,
we defined our frame of reference to always have one filament position at the origin and the other filament position
in the first quadrant [+x,+y] so that negative velocities V||,⊥ < 0 indicated a contracting pair and positive velocities
V||,⊥ > 0 indicated an extending pair. Velocities were binned by position with bin size of 6 µm. The first bin has a
finite lower limit due to the inability to resolve overlapping MTs. Velocity profiles along the director were obtained
by taking a slice of the flow field along the parallel axis including just the first bin of velocities, [dx, 6 µm]. These
velocities were plotted versus inter-filament distance along the parallel axis. Velocity profiles perpendicular to the
director were obtained in a similar manner.
C. Diffusion-Convection Model
All experimental intensity profiles were normalized by the average intensity in a region far from the bleach. Eq.
1 was numerically solved using the method of lines. The simulations were initialized with data directly from the
experiments. Dirichlet boundary conditions corresponding to the minimum and maximum intensity are applied at
the left and right boundaries, respectively, but are sufficiently far from the interface so as not to impact the solution.
Strain rate and diffusion coefficients were determined by minimizing the squared error between experimental intensity
profiles and model predictions using MATLAB’s lsqnonlin() function.
II. MOVIES
Supplementary Movie 1: Evolution of a photobleached region in an active nematic (18 µM ATP).
Supplementary Video 2: Left: Fluorescent microscopy movie of a nematic with a low fraction labeled
MTs (50 µM ATP). Right: The positions and orientations of MTs as measured by custom MATLAB program. Color
identifies individual MTs whose trajectories are tracked.
Supplementary Movie 3 & 4: High magnification movies of time evolution of photobleached region in
active nematic (10 µM ATP).
3III. FIGURES
15min 28min
FIG. 1: Time series of a photobleached region aligned with nematic director in a region where shear dominates (10 µM ATP).
Scale bar 50 µm.
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FIG. 2: (a)-(c) Time series of a photobleached region (18 µM ATP). The color indicates the regions identified by the pixel
classifier ilastik as within the bleach region (gold) and outside the bleached region (cyan). Scale bar 100 µm. (d) The area of
the identified photobleached region versus time.
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FIG. 3: (a) Experimental time series of sharp photobleached edge roughening as fluorscent MTs mix with the bleached. (b) A
schematic of the non-uniform sliding of MTs which causes the observed roughening.
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FIG. 4: The extrapolated velocity at 0 µm inter-filament separation along the director flow axis (V0) versus ATP concentration.
V0 is estimated as the y-intercept of linear fits to velocity profiles along the director [Fig. 3(a)]. Error bars indicate the standard
error of multiple measurements.
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